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Yakima Marblehead squash grown in the 2018 Heirloom Garden. How long will it last?

"Good food is always sweeter when shared
with good friends."
—Unknown

Master Gardener Program

Master Gardener News
Yakima County Extension

by Diana Pieti

Let's do lunch! Don't forget that Wednesday,
December 11th, at noon in the Red Barn is
our Annual Recognition Luncheon. We do
this each year and Foundation pays for it. This
year we will be proud to include food from the
Heirloom Garden thanks to Phyllis, and walnuts will be included thanks to Virginia. Not
exactly the farm-to-table dinners we see and
hear about but a it is a little start and will make
everything taste better when we know where it
came from.
Take a look at the photo...and the date on it.
This has been on my countertop since harvest
of 2018 and it is still very solid, no mold, and
no change in markings on it. It wasn't served
last, year or this year, on Thanksgiving, but it
could have been. This squash is still waiting
to feed a crowd.

The Yakima Marblehead squash was popular
with pioneers in the Yakima valley, probably
in part due to being a long keeper without any
special treatment. At a time when farm families were very large, it produced a lot of food
and calories with a sweet flavor and creamy
texture. It is great roasted or in pies, and the
large hollow seed cavity makes it perfect for
stuffing. First introduced to markets in 1857,
Marblehead squashes spread across the nation
with pioneers, arriving in Yakima in 1896. It
is a variety that very quickly adapts to its environment, actually changing into a unique variety from town to town. It was popular for almost a century, but for unknown reasons, fell
from favor in the 1950s. Today it is one of
only 2 known Marblehead squashes still in
existence—the Yakima and the Pendleton
Marblehead. The Heirloom Garden grew this
to seed in 2018. We have a lot to share! Help
us save this variety from extinction by spreading the word and seeds to friends and family
who are willing to grow them. For seeds contact Phyllis at: Phyl@Tieton.com.

It Keeps Getting Better!
The greenhouse facilities team has been hard at work. We
have covered the south end of the hoop house with plastic
which makes a huge difference in the inside temperature.
This hoop house is for perennial plants. We moved new
table tops into the hoop house and will be putting new legs
on existing table tops very soon! We plan to have the tables standing and ready before Christmas! We are extremely grateful for all who helped on this project!
Merry Christmas to all Master Gardeners. Thank you!
—Debi Russell
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Wanted!

Christmas Swag Class

The Art Team is looking for plastic (yes plastic) plant
saucer trays approximately 12” to 15” across. They
usually come in sage/green; taupe/sand; black; and
terra cotta clay colors. We cannot use the thin clear
colored ones as they cannot be painted. If they are
water stained, no problem. They usually sell for
about $3 to $4 a piece and we only need a few. If you
want to dispose of them, we will gladly take from you
and save them from going to the landfill. I am at the
greenhouse every Tuesday so you can drop them off
there. Your trash is my treasure! Thank you.
—Jenny Mansfield

If you have some old garden magazines to spare
please contact Michelle Murphy at:
eriganzzz@gmail.com or 425-244-8058. Thanks!
—Michelle Murphy
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Garden Humor
Master Gardeners come from varied backgrounds with amazing skills that go far beyond gardening. So who knew that
Darrell Monroe was a stand up comedian? As we were cleaning up the Heirloom Garden, we decided to put the squash
vines that were covered with powdery mildew into the dumpster, but it was almost full. Phyllis climbed into the dumpster
and started jumping up and down to compact the trash to make a little more room. With a straight face, Darrell commented, “It seems a waste to throw away a perfectly good Master Gardener.”

by Debra Byrd
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Note the lines that mark the garden layout. Mulch, compost piles, and bags of leaves can be seen in the background.

We are planting trees—700 of them on Saturday, Nov. 30th from 10:00-2:00, to create a new urban forest! The design is in a
large circle with four pathways leading into a smaller gathering circle in the center. The pathways divide the forest into four
quadrants that will be planted with trees. The two northern quadrants will be planted first. Then in the spring the other two quadrants will be planted with 700 more trees. We have received grant funding and have collected organic compost and leaves. The
location is at 251 McDonald Road in Toppenish, off Highway 97, just inside the exterior boundary of the Yakama Reservation,
but on deeded land. It will be visible to the public and eventually will be open to the public. The goal is to use the central area as
an outdoor classroom to teach children about natural foods and medicines. This is a personal project of Debra Byrd with support
of Natural Urban Forests, a non-profit that works on reforestation projects. Anyone who wants to plant trees is welcome to join
in! For questions or information contact: Debra_Byrd@Yakama.com or 509-830-9658. For information about urban forests
visit: naturalurbanforests.com.

Editor’s Note
Four quadrant gardens have been popular in many cultures for centuries. The pattern symbolizes many diverse ideas such as the 4 elements of nature—earth, wind, water, and fire;
or the 4 corners of the earth. Called paradise gardens in ancient Persia, the 4 pathways
represented the 4 rivers that flowed out of Mesopotamia (or paradise). The garden style
spread across North Africa and into Spain with the conquest of the Moors. In ancient
Rome the 4 quadrants were usually designed to be part of a complicated maze. The conquering Roman armies spread these gardens throughout Europe. By the Middle Ages they
were found in nearly all monasteries and convents where the pathways had come to represent the Christian cross. Today, 4 quadrant gardens may simply be a peaceful place to be
surrounded by nature.

Four quadrant garden design

by Joan Sousley

The United States Botanic Garden is one of the oldest botanic gardens in North America. During the late 18th century, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James
Madison shared the dream of a national botanic garden,
and were instrumental in the establishment of one by Congress in 1820. The first garden functioned until 1837. In
1842 the idea of a national garden was reestablished when
the U.S. Exploring Expedition brought a collection of living plants from around the world to Washington, D.C. The
Botanic Garden has been in continuous operation and open
to the public since 1850, having moved to its current location, not far from the White House, in1933.
The Garden includes the Conservatory, the National Garden, and Bartholdi Park, and maintains approximately
65,000 plants for exhibition, study, conservation and exchange with other institutions. Collections include economic plants, medicinal plants, orchids, carnivorous plants,
cacti and succulents, and Mid-Atlantic native plants. The
Conservatory houses a tropical rain forest, desert plants,
and serves to highlight the diversity of plants.
There is no admission charge, and visitors are free to wander the gardens and Conservatory, or take a coffee or lunch
break on the patio.
Source: usbg.gov
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Note: Joan visited the US Botanic Garden in September
and was inspired to share with us.
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Diagnostic Information

by Debra Kroon

For several years now, I have been a subscriber to a Statewide
ListServ from WSU called Pest Sightings. I get emails that alert
me to pests and issues that may be entering our state or have become problems. To join, send an email to:
pestsightings-hg@lists.cahnrs.wsu.edu with the word ‘subscribe’
in the subject line. Following are some snippets from Sharon J.
Collman, Emeritus Professor, WSU Extension.

European Chafer Turf Pest may crop up in clinics or

among neighbors. This invasive species was first found in Burien, WA and now has spread to Tukwilla, north Seattle and is rumored to be in Edmonds. The damage is most noted when racoons start ripping up the lawn to feed on the grubs feeding on
grass roots. Though later, without roots the lawn may begin to
fragment and blow away. I’ll be giving a talk at a conference of
Golf Course Superintendents and am trying to find out how far
this pest has moved. I have yet to confirm the Edmonds infestation. Some gardeners have reported them in the landscape and
vegetable beds. I’ll be sending a note to Hortsense to see if they
can put up some management and pesticide recommendations. If
you see chopped up turf that might be harboring grubs, I’d like to
know of them. You can find photos and info at
https://pubs.extension.wsu.edu/pest-watch-european-chafer-home
-garden-series and http://gardening.wsu.edu/?s=chafer
The grubs in the photo below are now ½ ” to 1” and they prefer
the C shape unless moving through the soil.

ECF in March https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/
sites/2053/2013/04/BB-2016-March.pdf It is particularly
important with these grubs to get them identified in case
we also have Japanese beetle which has a very similar
grub. https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2053/2013/04/
BB-2015-November.pdf

Wireworms were found in my soil. A few is not
going to be a significant problem. If there are lots, or
they are feeding on a new plant with limited root system
then maybe I should put out a ball of oatmeal or wheat
seeds in a mesh bag and bury it, then check it in a
week. If I do that I may be able to remove the few that
are there (and have specimens for teaching) or monitor to
determine if there is a substantial infestation. In the process of exploring WSU for wireworms I found a fair
wealth of info on sampling in cereal crops. Ok, they
aren’t flower beds so the thresholds will differ and some
of the info may have to be adapted (species names for
example). Still there is much that can be adapted (not the
pesticides if mentioned). So explore on those rainy days
when doing laundry isn’t appealing.
http://smallgrains.wsu.edu/insect-resources/pest-insects/
wireworms/
WSU Garden Website has a wealth of infor-

mation with fact sheets of specific vegetables, lawn pests,
invasive species, diseases and more at:
http://gardening.wsu.edu

Hortsense is a great resource for IPM and pesticide

listings for lawn, veg, fruit, etc. Yet sometimes in meetings it seems this is the first time some MGs have heard
of it. Here is the website: http://
hortsense.cahnrs.wsu.edu/Home/
HortsenseHome.aspx and if you can’t find this email,
type in Hortsense and WSU into your browser. Or find it
at the bottom of every Coordinators Report that Howard
sends out. One of the ways to pay back the perks you get
from the program is to invest a bit o time finding the info
available to you so you can quickly refer the client to
them or use them to find info.

Looking for workshops?
Bugs and Blights are archived on our WSU Snohomish

website: https://extension.wsu.edu/snohomish/garden/gardeningresources/bugs-and-blights/ These are columns I wrote for the
Washington Nursery and Landscape Associations publication and
they have given me permission to use their nicely formatted pages. Relating to chafer, I’ve made a comparison between EC and

WSU offers Recertification as well as Pre-License Training in preparation for pesticide licenses. These are excellent courses (same basic classes are taught each year),
with basic entomology, plant pathology and weed id and
management and the recert classes offer advanced training on Pests by guest speakers (changes every year). They
are relevant whether you need a license or not. https://
pep.wsu.edu/rct/wwrct/ also has links to pre-license short
courses taught over 2-3 days.

FLEURS DE VILLES
LONDON... NEW YORK... PARIS... TORONTO... LOS ANGELES... AND COMING TO SEATTLE IN 2020!
The traveling exhibition Fleurs de Villes has been featured in London, New York, Paris, Toronto, Los Angeles and will
be debuting in the Pacific Northwest for the very first time at the 2020 Northwest Flower & Garden Festival.
Translating to flowers of the cities, Fleurs de Villes works with top local florists, designers, growers and nurseries to
create stunning displays of floral art mannequins. Each installation will inspire Spring Fever and delight the senses,
while showing off the talent and creativity of Seattle’s best florists. Don’t miss this must-see feature at the Northwest
Flower & Garden Festival.
To view the Fleurs de Villes photo gallery visit : https://gardenshow.com/show-features/fleurs-de-villes
For more information about the Northwest Flower & Garden Festival visit their website at: gardenshow.com

by Pat Moszeter

Garden Busters to the Rescue!
What do you do when you need some assistance in your Community
Garden in Buena. Who you gonna call? The Garden Busters. Eight
volunteer Garden Busters answered the call. Cindy, Jennifer, Judith
and Shevie from the Outreach Program at the Champion Center
Lower Valley, Carlos with two young people from the community,
and Lynne from Selah. Eight Garden Busters to our rescue.
Master Gardeners love to feed people and eat too! A lunch of soup,
garlic bread, fresh fruit, cupcakes, and cherry crisp was served before
we set to work. Ron mowed with his huge orchard mower while
Carlos used the hi-line power. All the other Busters along with Master Gardeners cleaned garden beds, pulled poles, cut down the last of
the corn and flowers, handfuls of weeds were thrown away, and a lot
more! We filled 5 bins of garden waste.
True to form, Master Gardeners threw in some education, shared information about a Blue Indian corn, and then gave a sample of the
corn seeds with all the volunteers.
By 3:00 that afternoon the garden was cleaned up and looking good.
Thanks to all those wonderful Garden Busters. They are the best!
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Pumpkin Fun Events!

Above: The Pumpkin Fun Event at the Farmers Market attracted
80 kids, included some Yakima Police officers and a few Master
Gardener volunteers, then we threw in glue, glitter, sparkles,
feathers, beads, and lots of pumpkins, for a great time!
Below: Girl Scouts at the Demo Garden harvested pumpkins and
had a great time decorating them.

Herb Garden

by Michelle Murphy

Epazote (Chenopodium ambrosioides)
Epazote is a member of the Chenopodiaceae family, along with beets,
chard, spinach, quinoa, lambs quarters and pigweeds. It is also known
as stinkweed, skunkwood, and
wormseed. Although it is an acquired taste, it is an important culinary herb in the preparation of traditional Mexican dishes including
tamales, salsa, black beans, enchilada and mole. Its flavor is extremely strong and distinctive and
has been compared to a combination of cilantro, anise, pine, and
eucalyptus. It is commonly paired
with beans, since it can reduce flatulence.
Epazote is thought to have traveled
from Mexico to Europe in the 17th
century. It has a long history medicinal use in Central and South
America, Europe, Russia, Japan,
China, Vietnam, and equatorial
Africa. It was believed to relieve
symptoms of asthma, bronchitis,
and other respiratory ailments, colic, ulcers, intestinal parasites, and
dysentery. It is still used today,
especially in impoverished areas of
developing nations. There is little
research to support most of the medicinal claims. However, research
does document that when used in
high doses, or when ingesting the
essential oil, it has caused documented cases of cardiac disturbances, severe vomiting, diarrhea, convulsions, and
death. Research also shows that it is safe to eat the leaves in small amounts as a seasoning, or as a tea. Due to its
strong flavor and aroma people rarely consume large amounts of Epazote leaves.
Epazote is drought resistant and not picky about soil conditions. It is extremely easy to grow from seed in full sun
with moist, well-drained soil. Epazote does not like water logged roots. Successive sowings every 2-3 weeks should
assure a continual harvest. Epazote is not frost tolerant. Although it grows as a perennial in Texas, New Mexico, and
Arizona, it grows as an annual in the northern parts of the US. To harvest, cut stems back to the lowest two leaves on
each stem. This will cause the plant to grow bushy instead of spindly. Epazote is an aggressive re-seeder that is usually grown in containers to prevent it from becoming invasive. This is an old herb that is making a come-back in home
gardens. However, it should be grown and used with caution.

Video of the Month

by Phyllis Pugnetti

CHINESE PYTHON SNAKE BEAN (A GOURD)

PURPLE LADY BOK CHOY

CHINESE RED NOODLE BEANS

CHINESE PINK CELERY

CELTUCE

RED OF FLORENCE ONION

Jere’s Delicious Dozen
For a very short and interesting video tune into https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mz-qn-k6Yos from Baker Creek
Heirloom Seed Company. Jere Gettle, a 17 year old lifelong gardener and seed saver started selling his seeds to neighbors. The next year (1998), he created his first seed catalog; and this was the humble beginning of Baker Creek Heirloom
Seed. Today Jere travels the world collecting rare, unusual, and endangered seed. Currently, the catalog offers over
2000 heirloom varieties, many that are not carried by any other seed company.
The video is only 5½ minutes long, but you will probably be compelled to watch it more than once. If you’re a vegetable
gardener, be warned—proceed with caution! The photography is so beautiful, you’ll want to buy two of everything!
Having grown many seeds from Baker Creek, I can honestly say that many varieties just don’t grow as big in my garden
as the ones in the photos. The MG Heirloom Seed Library already offers three of the varieties highlighted in the video;
Chinese Red Noodle Beans, Dragon’s Tongue Beans, and Watermelon Radishes. In the 2020 garden season, we hope to
plant most of the other featured varieties. Stop by the garden next summer and check them out.

What’s Happening In Your Garden?

Above: The fall colors in Rod and Carol Woolcock’s garden were beautiful.
Left: Lettuce, arugula, and watercress are still growing in a sheltered area near Phyllis’
backdoor. No cold frame needed for a Thanksgiving salad.

When I emptied my planter pots of 1 spiky plant, 1 geranium,
3 to 4 petunias, and 1 potato vine in each, look what grew
underneath. Boy was I surprised! Didn’t even know sweet
potatoes were growing in these packed pots. There were over
40 sweet potatoes growing ‘down under’.
—Jenny Mansfield

Fred’s organic apples!
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